
 
Lionheart Kennels 

Contract and Bill of Sale for Companion/Pet Dog 
A. Transfer of ownership from the seller and litter owner:  

Lionheart Kennels, Rita Yost, Fostoria, Ohio  
(xxx) xxx-xxxx 

Buyer: Please complete below as you wish the AKC Application to Register to show ownership.        

     

Buyer s name       Telephone            

 

Street address    

         

City    State  Zip Code Country  

B. Identification of Litter and Parents      

         

Black 

 

Registered name of puppy (optional)    Sex       Color   

 

Rita Yost   

     

Date whelped  Breeder     Litter number        

     

Sire        AKC Registration Number        

     

Dam        AKC Registration Number  

C. Health Guarantee 
Companion/ Pet means that this dog is sold for that purpose only, and is not considered as breeding or 

show quality. 

1. Dog is purebred. Pedigree is correct and given at time of sale. Dog is eligible for limited registration 
with the American Kennel Club.  

2. Dog will be free of hereditary crippling defects visible by 12 months of age. Dog will be replaced, 
provided dog is returned to seller, at the buyer s expense, within fourteen days of discovery of such 
hereditary crippling defect. 

3. At the option and expense of buyer, seller will provide a 7-day health guarantee, through 
examination by a veterinarian acceptable to both parties. Should dog be found to be unsound at time 
of examination for purposes of the health guarantee, seller will have the option to either provide a 
100% refund of purchase price to buyer, providing dog is returned to seller, or to replace the dog 
with a similar companion/pet, providing the first dog is returned to seller within 14 days. 
Arrangements and cost of transportation are the responsibility of buyer. 

4. For a period of 7 days, the puppy may be returned for a full refund for any reason. Arrangements 
and cost of transportation are the responsibility of buyer. Buyer agrees that after guarantee period, if 
dog is found not to be suited to buyer s home environment, seller be contacted for retrieval of dog 
rather than disposal at shelter, humane society, dog pound, or rescue organization. 

5. No other warranties or guarantees, expressed or implied, are made under this contract, except as 
may be stated here:         Buyer is responsible for all transportation and shipping expenses. 

  

D. Alteration 
At Lionheart, we care for our dogs and for the entire breed of the Giant Schnauzer. Because of our concern, 
we make this agreement to help prevent pet overpopulation problems, and the propagation of serious 
inherited faults in the breed. Alteration will prevent many behavior problems in the male and has the added 
benefit of a longer and healthier life for both sexes. The purchase of this dog is for companionship only and 
is not breeding or show quality. I understand that it is recommended to have this dog neutered by one (1) 
year of age. I understand the AKC application to register is marked limited to indicate that no offspring 
resulting from this dog may be registered.  

Signed:       

        

Buyer       Date  

E. Purchase 
Buyer agrees to pay seller $__________ for dog, payable in full at the time of the signing of this contract.  

Signed:       

        

Seller       Date 

Signed:       

        

Buyer

       

Date

 


